We introduce a novel approach to incorporate syntax into natural language inference (NLI) models. Our method uses contextual token-level vector representations from a pretrained dependency parser. Like other contextual embedders, our method is broadly applicable to any neural model. We experiment with four strong NLI models (decomposable attention model, ESIM, BERT, and MT-DNN), and show consistent benefit to accuracy across three NLI benchmarks.
Introduction
We consider natural language inference (NLI) tasks in which the semantic relationship between two sentences is classified as entailment, contradiction, or neither. Our focus is on the use of syntactic representations of the sentences, given (1) longstanding linguistic theory that posits a close relationship between syntax and semantics (e.g., Montague, 1970; Steedman and Baldridge, 2011) and (2) major advances in syntactic parsing accuracy (e.g., Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016; Dozat and Manning, 2017) . Building on the recent success of transferring contextual word representations learned by largedata language modeling or translation to other tasks (McCann et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019) , we introduce two general methods for transferring word representations from a parser to an NLI model ( §2) -through input into a model's final feedforward (classification) layer, or through a model's attention mechanism.
We see widespread gains when applying these methods to four strong NLI models (decomposable attention model, ESIM, BERT, and MT-DNN) on the SNLI, MNLI, and SciTail datasets Our code is available at https://github.com/ dericp/syntactic-entailment. ( §3). We also provide analysis for how including syntactic representations from a parser is helpful. In particular, we probe our models with the Heuristic Analysis for NLI Systems (HANS) dataset and show that when our methods improve NLI test accuracy, performance on this evaluation dataset improves as well ( §4).
Model
In NLI tasks, given a premise and a hypothesis, a system is asked to determine whether the hypothesis is entailed by the premise, contradicts the premise, or is neutral to the premise. Let the premise be represented as a sequence of token embeddings, p 1 , . . . , p p , and likewise for the hypothesis, h 1 , . . . , h h . An NLI model will take these sequences as input and apply some series of transformations to create an output vector e. From there, a final feedforward layer (H) is applied to e to compute the final prediction: y = H(e).
(1)
Extracting Syntactic Word Representations
Given a neural syntax parser with an encoder (e.g., LSTM or transformer) that encodes a representation of the input sequence from which a parse is later computed, we can obtain contextual tokenlevel vector representations of the premise and hypothesis, s p 1 , . . . , s p p and s h 1 , . . . , s h h , which we call "syntactic word representations" (SWRs). In our method, s p and s h are the hidden states of the encoder when (separately) parsing the premise and hypothesis.
Late Fusion of SWRs
The simplest way to incorporate the extracted SWRs is to attach them to e, the input to the final feedforward layer. More precisely, we concatenate the final contextual representations from the parser (s p p , s h h ) to e. The prediction step in Equation 1 then becomes:ŷ
This approach is very general, since many neural models use a final feedforward classification layer, and adds a minimal number of parameters. We will refer to this variant of our method as Late Fusion (+LF; Fig. 1, left) .
Using SWRs to Attend
A natural place to include SWRs in models that use attention is in conjunction with the attention weights; that is, perhaps syntax would be helpful for guiding soft alignments between subphrases. Calculating attention is often formulated as the dot product between two sequence representations. In NLI, this will be an encoded representation of the premise and hypothesis (p,h) . Attention between the ith and jth tokens in the premise and hypothesis is calculated with:
and used downstream to ultimately compute e.
To augment the attention calculation with SWRs, we modify Equation 3 to be:
Although the model will not learn any weights directly on the SWRs, this method works well in practice and does not add any additional parameters. We will refer to this attention-level variant of our method as Syntactic Attention (+SA; Fig. 1,  right) .
Experiments
We experiment on three NLI datasets: SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) , MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) , and SciTail (Khot et al., 2018) . We extend two models with both +LF and +SA, decomposable attention model and ESIM, and extend two recent or current state-of-the-art models with +LF, BERT and MT-DNN. 1
Datasets
We briefly summarize the datasets below.
SNLI. This dataset consists of 570k humancreated and annotated sentence pairs; the premise sentences are drawn from the Flickr 30k corpus.
MNLI. This dataset (433k pairs) was created using a similar methodology to SNLI, but with text drawn from ten domains. The development and test sets are separated into two categories: matched (MNLI-m; in-domain) and mismatched (MNLI-mm; cross-domain).
SciTail. This dataset (27k pairs) is derived from science multiple-choice questions. Unlike SNLI and MNLI, the text was not deliberately generated for the corpus and there is no contradiction label.
Baseline Models
We briefly summarize the baseline models below. BERT. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT; Devlin et al., 2019 ) is a transformer model pretrained on massive amounts of text. It can be fine-tuned to a specific dataset or task.
MT-DNN. The Multi-Task Deep Neural Network (MT-DNN; Liu et al., 2019 ) is a carefully fine-tuned BERT model multi-tasked on the nine GLUE tasks (Wang et al., 2019) . Like BERT, it can be fine-tuned to a specific dataset or task. At publication time, MT-DNN was state of the art on SNLI, SciTail, MNLI, and GLUE.
Implementation Details
In all of our experiments, we use the deep biaffine attention model for dependency parsing by Dozat and Manning (2017) ; 2 in particular, we use the pretrained version from AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2017) trained on the English Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) with Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016) . The parser's parameters are frozen in all of our experiments.
For DA and ESIM, we use the implementations in AllenNLP; for BERT, we use the pretrained uncased BERT BASE from Hugging Face's PyTorch implementation; 3 and for MT-DNN we use the pretrained uncased BERT BASE 4 MT-DNN model from the original authors. 5 2 In preliminary experiments, we also explored the use of internal representations from a constituency parser; these experiments suggested that dependency parser representations worked better for our purposes.
3 https://github.com/huggingface/ pytorch-transformers 4 Note that prior state-of-the-art MT-DNN results on GLUE (and as a result, MNLI) used BERTLARGE, which we do not experiment with. 5 https://github.com/namisan/mt-dnn
We perform random hyperparameter search for DA and ESIM and use hyperparameters reported in the original papers for BERT and MT-DNN. More details about our hyperparameters and tuning procedure can be found in Appendix A.
Results
Our experimental results are in Table 1 . We find that adding representations from the syntax parser (+LF, +SA) always improves test accuracy on SNLI and SciTail across all baseline models. On MNLI, the results are mixed-DA, BERT, and MT-DNN improve on the matched subset, and only DA and MT-DNN improve on the mismatched subset.
SWRs always improve DA regardless of the method (+LR, +SA) or dataset. Despite the massive pretraining of BERT and MT-DNN, SWRs still improve BERT test accuracy on 3 of 4 test sets and MT-DNN test accuracy on 2 of 4 test sets.
Analysis
In this section, we perform an ablation study and probe our models with a diagnostic evaluation dataset (HANS).
Do Our Models Actually Use SWRs?
The DA models most consistently benefit from SWRs; one question is if they are simply taking advantage of the increased number of parameters. To examine this, we ablate the DA+LF and DA+SA models with random noise in place of the SWRs (denoted +LF N and +SA N ). In these experiments, s ∼ N (0, 1).
First, we observe that the test accuracies of DA+LF N and DA+SA N are less than or equal to their pretrained counterparts (DA+LF, DA+SA) on all datasets (Table 2) . DA+SA is harmed most by random SWRs since +SA models directly use untransformed SWRs when calculating attention; that is, +SA models cannot learn to ignore the random noise.
We also observe that DA+LF N performs better than DA on every dataset, while DA+SA N performs worse than DA on every dataset except Sc-iTail, where the test accuracy is unaffected (Table 3). This is consistent with our previous observation that +SA models cannot learn to ignore random noise while +LF models can. While it is surprising that DA+LF N consistently improves performance over DA, we suspect this gain is the result of additional model parameters. We report our full ablation study results in Table 4 .
Why Do SWRs Improve NLI?
The Heuristic Analysis for NLI Systems dataset (HANS; McCoy et al., 2019) is a controlled evaluation set for probing whether an NLI model learns fallible syntactic heuristics. HANS (30k pairs, labeled either entailment and non-entailment) is generated with templates that ensure the premise and hypothesis exhibit special syntactic relationships. The dataset is also balanced (i.e., random guessing should score around 50%). McCoy et al. (2019) show that NLI models learn heuristics around lexical overlap, subsequence relationships, and syntactic constituency between the premise and hypothesis; 6 they report that four NLI models trained on MNLI (including DA, ESIM, and BERT) score ∼50% overall and close to 0% on the non-entailment label.
We evaluate a subset of our models on HANS. In particular, we choose the model/dataset combinations whose test accuracies improve the most with SWRs: DA+SA on SciTail (+3.1%), ESIM+SA on SciTail (+5.1%), BERT+LF on Sc-iTail (+2.0%), and MT-DNN+LF on MNLI-mm (+0.5%). We find SWRs improve overall accuracy on HANS (1-3%) over their non-SWR counterparts for all four models listed above. We also observe that SWRs significantly reduce the models' reliance on fallible syntactic heuristics-that is, the accuracies between the entailment and nonentailment labels are far more balanced. Our full experimental results on HANS can be found in Table 5.
Related Work
There is a long line of work on incorporating syntactic features for semantic tasks, including NLI. Some earlier approaches include learning syntactic rules indicative of entailment (e.g., Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Mehdad et al., 2010) or features derived from tree transformations between premise and hypothesis (Heilman and Smith, 2010; Wang and Manning, 2010) . More recent research has incorporated syntactic structures into neural architectures (e.g., tree LSTMs in Chen et al. 2017 ; graph-based architecture in Khot et al. 2018) .
Other recent work has experimented with incorporating syntactic learning objectives. Strubell et al. (2018) and Swayamdipta et al. (2018) used multitask learning of syntactic and semantic tasks to transfer syntactic features, improving performance on semantic role labeling and, in the latter case, coreference resolution.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a simple and broadly applicable method for incorporating syntax into NLI models, through the use of contextual vector representations from a pretrained parser. We demonstrated that our method often improves accuracy for four NLI models (DA, ESIM, BERT, MT-DNN) across three standard NLI datasets. Our findings demonstrate the usefulness of syntactic information in semantic models and motivate future research into syntactically informed models. experiments. We are also grateful to members of the UW NLP community and anonymous reviewers for their comments and suggestions. This research was supported in part by a NSF Graduate Fellowship to LHL. 
A.4 ESIM
For the ESIM baseline and each variant, we randomly sample 10 configurations (Tables 8, 9) .
A.5 BERT and MT-DNN
We use the hyperparameters reported by Devlin et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2019) . The only exception is that for MT-DNN+LF, we find that in some cases a longer warmup (0.3) improves performance.
